
#

76

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6040 303 4.88 1.72 33 1/2 10 1/2 32 7.4 4.63 117" 28

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

OL
DOB (Age)

6-22-84 (33)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Sprangers, Mason

TEAM

Philadelphia Eagles07–4th–GB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Missouri Southern (MOSO)

Prospect (Last, First)

Barbre, Allen

2016: vs PIT 9/25, at WAS 10/16, vs MIN 10/23, at SEA 11/20, at CIN12/4

41
Winning %

54%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Has had 22 accepted penalties for 177 Yards including 5 penalties for 38 yards in 2016.

9th year Offensive Lineman who has started 36 of 76 career games including 12 starts in 12 games at LG and RT

in 2016. 1st year under Offensive Coordinator Frank Reich and 4th year under Offensive Line Coach Jeff

Stoutland where he was asked to execute blocks in a primarily Zone blocking scheme that also incorporated Gap

blocking concepts as well as being a crucial part in the Pass Pro with assisting teammates and executing 1-on-1

blocks. Was part of an offense incorporated rookie QB Carson Wentz and rookie HC Doug Pederson’s system in

2016. Solid height, good arm length, and adequate weight that displays good AA with good combination of

balance, agility, initial quickness, recover, coordination, bend and joint flexion. Competitive toughness is good as

he competes consistently at a high level, displays good physical toughness as he can match the physicality of any

defender he’s going against and good mental toughness to battle through crowd noise on the road and make key

blocks in key down and distances and at the end of halves and games. Communication is good pre-snap as he

works with fellow linemen to adjust protections or assignments. In the run game, he gets off the ball well with

good initial quickness and good first two steps. Gap blocking is solid as he executes Drive, Down and Pull steps

well. Demonstrates good strength in his arms and legs to either stalemate or create movement on defender at

the POA. Zone/Space block is good, displays good ability to make and sustain contact with good foot speed and

understanding of angles to execute Reach, Scoop and Combo blocks effectively. Has good mental sense of time

when executing Scoop and Combo blocks that allow him to get on those blocks effectively. UOH is solid as he

displays good placement and strength that allows him to control and steer the defender and hands cannot be

easily ripped by the defender. Pass pro is good, as he uses good feet to get to his set points and get into a good

position to mirror the defender and uses solid bend to be in a good position to absorb contact from the defender.

Mentally processes stunts/twists and delayed blitzes quickly which allows him to use his foot quickness to get

into position to pick those up with good pad level. Anchor ability is solid, displays good arm and back strength

with solid pad level to stay between the rusher and the QB. Adequate when pulling due to dropping his head

when engaging, particularly when the defender is significantly shorter which allows him to whiff. Hand timing is

adequate and is late consistently as hands drop to his hips on the snap which exposes his chest and makes his

punch late in both run and pass blocking situations. Placement is adequate when dealing with a counter move

from the pass rusher as they often are too wide and too high which allows the defender to get under him which

prevents him from being able to redirect effectively. Overall, he is a starter you can win with, that has played

both OT and OG and is most valuable in a Zone blocking scheme due to his ability to get off the ball quickly, use

good timing on Scoop and Combination blocks, understand angles and using foot speed to get to defenders in

space. Needs to improve punch timing, technique on Pull blocks and hands when blocking counter pass rush

moves.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

76
Games Started

36
Games Won

Punch Timing, Pull Blocks, Blocking vs. Counter Rushes

PROJECTION Starter you can win with with that has played both OT and OG and is most valuable in a 

Zone blocking scheme due to his ability to get off the ball quickly, use good timing on Scoop 

and Combo blocks, understanding angles and using foot speed to get to defenders in space. 

Needs to improve punch timing, technique on Pull blocks and hands when blocking counter 

pass rush moves.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Initial Quickness, Timing on Scoop/Combo Blocks, Understanding Angles, Foot Speed in 

Space, Mental processing vs. Stunts/Twists

WORST

LG, RT

Best fitted for a Zone Blocking scheme due to his effectiveness on combinations and 

understanding of angles

2016: Hamstring (Missed Weeks 9-10, 15, 17) 2015: Played Through Groin and Calf 

Injuries (Weeks 5, 14) 2014: Ankle (Placed on Injured Reserve Weeks 2-17) 2013: No 

Injuries 2012: No Injuries 2011: No Injuries 2010: No Injuries 2009: Ankle (Missed Weeks 

11-13) 2008: No Injuries 2007: No Injuries

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


